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[Charter Amendment - Commission Reform]

Describing and setting forth a proposal to the voters at an election to be held on November 

5, 2024, to amend the Charter of the City and County of San Francisco to establish the 

Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making recommendations to the 

Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the 

City’s appointive boards and commissions to improve the administration of City 

government; require the City Attorney to prepare a Charter Amendment to implement the 

Task Force’s recommendations relating to Charter commissions, for consideration by the 

Board of Supervisors; and authorize the Task Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate 

its recommendations relating to appointive boards and commissions codified in the 

Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into effect within 90 days unless rejected by a 

two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors. 

SECTION 1.  FINDINGS. 

(a) The City and County of San Francisco has long been a place that values public

service, creativity, political activism, and civic engagement.  And the City’s system of 

participatory government reflects those values.  San Francisco is led not only by elected officials 

and professional City staff, but also by hundreds of City residents who volunteer their time to 

serve on City boards and commissions (together referred to in this Section as “commissions”), 

such as the Planning Commission, the Disability and Aging Services Commission, and the 

Human Rights Commission. 

(b) San Francisco’s commissions leverage the perspectives, lived experiences, and

expertise of the City’s residents, and ensure that important policy decisions are not made behind 

closed doors by a powerful few, but through a public and participatory process that is informed 

by the very people whom those decisions will impact.   
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(c) San Francisco’s commissions have been in existence as long as the City has had a 

Charter.  The first commission – the Police Commission – was established in 1878, followed by 

the Civil Service Commission in 1900, and the Public Utilities Commission in 1932.  Since then, 

the voters have amended the City Charter numerous times to establish policy and oversight 

bodies that have helped shape city policies and programs. 

(d) In addition to providing policy guidance, many commissions perform essential 

government functions that are required by law.  For example, the Historic Preservation 

Commission acts as the City’s local historic preservation review commission for the purposes of 

the federal Certified Local Government Program; the Health Commission serves as the 

governing body of General Hospital and Laguna Honda Hospital; the Board of Appeals affords 

due process to permit applicants wishing to appeal a permit decision; and the Building Inspection 

Commission helps to craft and enforce the safety standards of the Building Code.  These and 

other functions performed by commissions cannot be summarily eliminated without creating 

significant uncertainty and disorder. 

(e) Currently, there are over 100 commissions that perform work on behalf of the 

City or provide non-binding guidance to City officials and departments.  Many of these bodies 

have existed for decades, without review or evaluation of their efficacy, or updates to maximize 

their utility.  Some commissions have fulfilled their original mandate; some have outlived their 

useful purpose; and others perform work that duplicates the efforts of other City bodies.  As the 

City enters a period in which it will have to make difficult budget choices, it is time to undertake 

a comprehensive, evidence-based review of the City’s commissions to identify those bodies that 

add value to the City, those that can be consolidated, streamlined, or improved, and those whose 

time has passed. 

(f) This measure establishes a clear pathway for that review, starting with a study 

conducted by the Budget and Legislative Analyst of the annual financial cost of supporting the 
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City’s commissions.  The measure will also establish a Task Force of experts in City 

management and operations.  This Task Force will not only have the authority to make 

recommendations to the Mayor and Board of Supervisors about how to change the current 

commission system, but will also have the power to introduce legislation to effectuate those 

recommendations.   

(g) Making significant changes to a system of government is no easy feat.  And it 

cannot be done effectively by establishing arbitrary limits on the number of citizen-led 

commissions.  But it is time for San Francisco to make tough choices, which requires looking at 

which parts of our current system of government work, and which don’t.  This measure provides 

a roadmap for that inquiry, and an expedited path to effective change. 

 

SECTION 2.  CHARTER AMENDMENT. 

The Board of Supervisors hereby submits to the qualified voters of the City and County, 

at an election to be held on November 5, 2024, a proposal to amend the Charter of the City and 

County, to read as follows:  
 

 NOTE: Unchanged Charter text is in plain font. 
  Additions are single-underline italics Times New Roman font. 
 Deletions are strike-through italics Times New Roman font. 

Asterisks (*   *   *   *) indicate the omission of unchanged Charter 
subsections. 

 

The Charter of the City and County of San Francisco is hereby amended by revising 

Sections 2.105, 4.100, and adding new Section 4.100.1, to read as follows: 

   

SEC. 2.105. ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS. 

   The Board of Supervisors shall meet and transact its business according to rules which 

it shall adopt. 
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   The Board of Supervisors shall act only by written ordinance or resolution, except that 

it may act by motion on matters over which the Board of Supervisors has exclusive jurisdiction. 

All legislative acts shall be by ordinance. An ordinance or resolution may be introduced before 

the Board of Supervisors by a member of the Board, a committee of the Board or, the Mayor, or 

the Commission Streamlining Task Force subject to the limitations set forth in Section 4.100.1, 

and shall be referred to and reported upon by an appropriate committee of the Board. An 

ordinance or resolution may be prepared in committee and reported out to the full Board for 

action, consistent with the public notice laws of the City. Except as otherwise provided in this 

Charter, passage of an ordinance or a resolution shall require the affirmative vote of a majority of 

the members of the Board. 

* * * *  

 

SEC. 4.100. GENERAL. 

   In addition to the office of the Mayor, the executive branch of the City and County shall 

be composed of departments, appointive boards, commissions, and other units of government 

that perform the sovereign powers of the City and County. To the extent law permits, each 

appointive board, commission, or other unit of government of the City and County established by 

State or Federal law shall be subject to the provisions of this Article IV and this Charter. 

 

SEC.  4.100.1.  COMMISSION STREAMLINING TASK FORCE. 

(a) Establishment of the Task Force.  By no later than February 1, 2025, a 

Commission Streamlining Task Force (“Streamlining Task Force”) shall be convened for the 

purpose of advising the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors on ways to eliminate, consolidate, 

or limit the powers and duties of appointive boards and commissions for the more effective, 

efficient, and economical administration of City and County government, and introducing one or 
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more ordinances to effectuate its recommendations.  The Streamlining Task Force shall have the 

powers and duties set forth herein, and shall expire by operation of law 24 months after its first 

meeting.   

The City Administrator shall provide administrative support to the Streamlining Task 

Force.  The Controller and the City Administrator shall provide professional and technical 

assistance to the Streamlining Task Force.  All City and County officials, departments, and other 

agencies, and all appointive boards and commissions, shall cooperate with the Streamlining 

Task Force as it performs its responsibilities under this Section 4.100.1.   

For purposes of this Section 4.100.1, an “appointive board” or “commission” includes 

any body that meets the definition of a “legislative body,” under California Government Code § 

54952, whether denominated a “board,” “commission,” “council,” “committee,” “task force,” 

“advisory body,” or otherwise.   

(b) Composition of the Streamlining Task Force.  The Streamlining Task Force 

shall consist of five members.  Seat 1 shall be held by the City Administrator or the City 

Administrator’s designee, who must be an employee of the Office of the City Administrator.  Seat 

2 shall be held by the Controller or the Controller’s designee, who must be an employee of the 

Office of the Controller.  Seat 3 shall be held by the City Attorney or the City Attorney’s 

designee, who must be an employee of the Office of the City Attorney.  Seat 4 shall be held by a 

representative of organized labor representing the public sector, appointed by the President of 

the Board of Supervisors.  Seat 5 shall be held by an individual with expertise in open and 

accountable government, appointed by the Mayor.  The Mayor’s appointment shall not be 

subject to rejection by the Board of Supervisors under Charter Section 3.100(18).  Members in 

seats 4 and 5 shall serve at the pleasure of their appointing authority.   

(c) Budget and Legislative Analyst Report.  The Streamlining Task Force shall 

undertake a comprehensive review of the City and County’s appointive boards and commissions, 
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including those created by voter-approved ordinance.  To inform that review, by no later than 

September 1, 2025, the Budget and Legislative Analyst shall prepare and submit to the 

Streamlining Task Force, the Mayor, and the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors a report that 

assesses for each appointive board or commission established in the Charter (1) the annual 

financial cost to the City to operate the body, including but not limited to the costs of City staff 

time spent to support, brief, meet with, develop materials for, or otherwise enable the functioning 

of the body; and (2) the projected financial impact of eliminating the appointive board or 

commission, or consolidating it with another body.  The report shall also include an estimate of 

the average annual financial cost to the City of operating an appointive board or commission 

that is established by ordinance for the purpose of providing non-binding advice to City officials 

on a given topic. 

(d) Streamlining Task Force Report and Recommendations.  By no later than 

February 1, 2026, the Streamlining Task Force shall prepare and submit to the Mayor and the 

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors a report containing the Streamlining Task Force’s 

recommendations as to which existing appointive boards and commissions, if any, should be 

eliminated in their entirety, consolidated, revised to limit their powers and/or duties, or revised 

to expand their powers and/or duties as a result of a consolidation. 

For each recommendation made pursuant to this subsection (d), the Streamlining Task 

Force shall provide a rationale; analyze whether any function(s) performed by the appointive 

board or commission that is recommended to be eliminated, consolidated, or revised are 

required by law or essential to the effective operation of City and County government; and 

identify the City and County officers, departments, or other units of government that could 

assume responsibility for any legally required or essential function(s). 

(e) Effectuation of Recommendations.   
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By no later than March 1, 2026, the City Attorney shall prepare a draft Charter 

Amendment to implement the Streamlining Task Force’s recommendations relating to 

commissions established in the Charter, and shall submit such draft to the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors.  By no later than April 1, 2026, the Streamlining Task Force’s report and 

recommendations and the draft Charter Amendment shall be the subject of a hearing before the 

Board of Supervisors.  Any Supervisors(s) wishing to seek voter approval of the draft Charter 

Amendment, or a modified version thereof, shall be required to introduce the Charter 

Amendment for consideration by the Board of Supervisors, consistent with the process and 

deadlines set forth in the Municipal Elections Code and the Board’s Rules of Order at that time. 

During its tenure, the Streamlining Task Force shall have the authority to introduce one 

or more ordinances to effectuate its recommendations relating to the elimination, consolidation, 

or revision of any appointive board or commission established by ordinance, other than any 

appointive board or commission that was established or amended by the adoption of an 

ordinance approved by the voters and cannot be amended or rescinded without voter approval.  

Such ordinance(s) shall go into effect 90 days after the date of introduction unless before the 

expiration of the 90-day period two-thirds of all members of the Board of Supervisors vote to 

disapprove the ordinance.  

(f)  Expiration.  This Section 4.100.1 shall expire by operation of law on December 31, 

2026, and the City Attorney shall cause it to be removed the Charter thereafter. 

 

SECTION 3.  SEVERABILITY. 

If any provision of this measure, or part thereof is for any reason held to be invalid or 

unconstitutional, the remaining provisions shall not be affected, but shall remain in full force and 

effect, and to this end the provisions of this measure are severable. The voters declare that this 

measure, and each section, sub-section, sentence, clause, phrase, part, or portion thereof, would 
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have been adopted or passed irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, sub-sections, 

sentences, clauses, phrases, part, or portion is found to be invalid. If any provision of this 

measure is held invalid as applied to any person or circumstance, such invalidity does not affect 

any application of this measure that can be given effect without the invalid application.  

 

SECTION 4.  CONFLICTING BALLOT MEASURES. 

This measure is intended as the voters’ only decision in this election on the composition 

of City appointive boards and commissions.  In the event that this measure and another measure 

or measures relating to the structure and powers of appointive commissions and advisory bodies 

shall appear on the same municipal election ballot, the provisions of such other measures shall be 

deemed to be in conflict with this measure. In the event that this measure shall receive a greater 

number of affirmative votes, the provisions of this measure shall prevail in their entirety, and 

each and every provision of the other measure or measures that conflict, in whole or in part, with 

this measure shall be null and void in their entirety. In the event that the other measure or 

measures shall receive a greater number of affirmative votes than this measure, the provisions of 

this measure shall take effect to the maximum extent permitted by law. 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DAVID CHIU, City Attorney 
 
 
By: ____/s/  
 ANNE PEARSON 
 Deputy City Attorney 
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LEGISLATIVE DIGEST 
 

[Charter Amendment - Commission Reform] 
 
Describing and setting forth a proposal to the voters at an election to be held on 
November 5, 2024, to amend the Charter of the City and County of San Francisco to 
establish the Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making 
recommendations to the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, 
eliminate, or combine the City’s appointive boards and commissions to improve the 
administration of City government; require the City Attorney to prepare a Charter 
Amendment to implement the Task Force’s recommendations relating to Charter 
commissions, for consideration by the Board of Supervisors; and authorize the Task 
Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate its recommendations relating to 
appointive boards and commissions codified in the Municipal Code, which ordinance 
shall go into effect within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board of 
Supervisors. 
 

Existing Law 
 
Currently, there are over 100 appointive boards and commissions (hereinafter referred to 
collectively as “commissions”) that perform work on behalf of the City or provide non-binding 
guidance to City officials and departments.  The Charter establishes most of the commissions 
in San Francisco government that exercise the City’s sovereign powers and have 
decisionmaking authority. But there also are several bodies created in the Charter that are 
purely advisory.  Under state law, a locality’s Charter may only be amended by a vote of the 
electors.  Therefore, Charter-created commissions may not be eliminated, revised, or 
consolidated with other bodies without voter approval. 
 
The Board of Supervisors also has the authority, by ordinance, to create boards and 
commissions that exercise the City’s sovereign powers. There are a few boards and 
commissions created by ordinance that exercise the City’s sovereign powers. But it is more 
common for ordinances to create advisory bodies, which lack the authority to set policy for the 
City.  Where a commission is created by ordinance, the Board of Supervisors has the 
authority to eliminate, revise, or consolidate it with other bodies by ordinance. 
 
Under the Charter, only the Mayor, members of the Board of Supervisors, and City 
departments may introduce ordinances. 
 

Amendments to Current Law 
 
The proposed Charter Amendment would establish a Commission Streamlining Task Force 
(“Task Force”) charged with making recommendations to the Mayor and the Board of 
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Supervisors about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the City’s appointive boards and 
commissions to improve the administration of City government.  The Task Force, which would 
be convened by no later than February 1, 2025, would be comprised of five members, 
including the City Administrator, or their designee, the Controller, or their designee, the City 
Attorney, or their designee, a representative of organized labor, appointed by the President of 
the Board of Supervisors, and a person with expertise in open and accountable government, 
appointed by the Mayor. 
 
The measure would require the Budget and Legislative Analyst to prepare a report by no later 
than September 1, 2025, analyzing the cost of the City’s current system of boards and 
commissions, as well as the projected financial impact of eliminating or consolidating 
commissions. 
 
The measure would require the Task Force to prepare and submit to the Mayor and the Board 
of Supervisors by no later than February 1, 2026, recommendations about ways to modify, 
eliminate, or combine the City’s appointive boards and commissions to improve the 
administration of City government.  The City Attorney would  be required to prepare a Charter 
Amendment to implement the Task Force’s recommendations relating to commissions 
established in the Charter.  The Board of Supervisors would be required to hold a hearing by 
not later than April 1, 2026 on the Task Force’s recommendations and the draft Charter 
Amendment.   
 
The measure would also authorize the Task Force to introduce ordinances to effectuate its 
recommendations relating to appointive boards and commissions codified in the Municipal 
Code, other than those bodies that may only be rescinded or amended by the voters, which 
ordinances would go into effect within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the 
Board of Supervisors.   
 

Background 
 
This legislative digest was revised on May 30, 2024 to correct an error in the original digest by 
specifying that it is the President of the Board of Supervisors – and not the full Board – that 
will appoint one member to the Commission Streamlining Task Force. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 
 

Date: May 28, 2024 

To: Planning Department / Commission 

From: Victor Young, Clerk of the Rules Committee  
Subject: Board of Supervisors Legislation Referral - File No. 240547 

Charter Amendment - Commission Reform 
 
 
☒ California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Determination 
 (California Public Resources Code, Sections 21000 et seq.) 
 ☐ Ordinance / Resolution 
 ☒ Ballot Measure 
 
☐   Amendment to the Planning Code, including the following Findings: 

(Planning Code, Section 302(b): 90 days for Planning Commission review) 
 ☐  General Plan     ☐  Planning Code, Section 101.1     ☐  Planning Code, Section 302 
 
☐ Amendment to the Administrative Code, involving Land Use/Planning  

(Board Rule 3.23: 30 days for possible Planning Department review) 
 
☐ General Plan Referral for Non-Planning Code Amendments  

(Charter, Section 4.105, and Administrative Code, Section 2A.53) 
(Required for legislation concerning the acquisition, vacation, sale, or change in use of City property; 
subdivision of land; construction, improvement, extension, widening, narrowing, removal, or 
relocation of public ways, transportation routes, ground, open space, buildings, or structures; plans for 
public housing and publicly-assisted private housing; redevelopment plans; development agreements; 
the annual capital expenditure plan and six-year capital improvement program; and any capital 
improvement project or long-term financing proposal such as general obligation or revenue bonds.) 

 
☐ Historic Preservation Commission 
 ☐   Landmark (Planning Code, Section 1004.3) 
 ☐ Cultural Districts (Charter, Section 4.135 & Board Rule 3.23) 
 ☐ Mills Act Contract (Government Code, Section 50280) 
 ☐ Designation for Significant/Contributory Buildings (Planning Code, Article 11) 
 
Please send the Planning Department/Commission recommendation/determination to Victor Young at 
Victor.Young@sfgov.org.  

Not defined as a project under CEQA Guidelines Sections
15378 and 15060(c)(2) because it would not result in a direct
or indirect physical change in the environment.

6/25/2024

mailto:Victor.Young@sfgov.org
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M E M O R A N D U M 

 
 

TO: Carol Isen, Director, Department of Human Resources     

FROM: Victor Young, Assistant Clerk, Rules Committee  
Board of Supervisors 

 
DATE:  May 28, 2024 
 
SUBJECT: LEGISLATION INTRODUCED – MEET AND CONFER DETERMINATION 
   

 
The Board of Supervisors’ Rules Committee has received the following Charter 
Amendment.  This matter is being referred to you as it may require the Department of 
Human Resources to fulfill “Meet and Confer” requirements. Please review, assess the 
impact and provide proper noticing as required and report back to on the status of the 
“Meet and Confer” requirement.   
  

File No.  240547 (ver1)  
 
Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City and County of San Francisco to 
establish the Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making recommendations to the 
Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the City’s 
appointive boards and commissions to improve the administration of City government; require the 
City Attorney to prepare a Charter Amendment to implement the Task Force’s recommendations 
relating to Charter commissions, for consideration by the Board of Supervisors; and authorize the 
Task Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate its recommendations relating to appointive 
boards and commissions codified in the Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into effect 
within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors; at an election to 
be held on November 5, 2024. 

 
If you have any questions or concerns, please call me at (415) 554-7723 or email: 
victor.young@sfgov.org. To submit documentation, please email or forward to me at the 
Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San 
Francisco, CA 94102. 
 
**************************************************************************************************** 
 
RESPONSE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES - Date: ________ 
  
____   Meet and Confer requirement has been fulfilled. 
____   Meet and Confer requirement not applicable. 



Department of Human Resources Referral 
[5/28/2024] 
 
____   Additional information attached. 

_____________________________________ 
       Department of Human Resources 
 
 
 
 
c: Mawuli Tugbenyoh, Department of Human Resources 
 Aliya Chisti, Department of Human Resources 

           Mawuli Tugbenyoh
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M E M O R A N D U M 

 
 

TO: Greg Wagner, City Controller, Office of the Controller    

FROM: Victor Young, Assistant Clerk, Rules Committee  
Board of Supervisors 

 
DATE:  May 28, 2024 
 
SUBJECT: CHARTER AMENDMENT INTRODUCED 
  November 5, 2024, Election 

 
The Board of Supervisors’ Rules Committee has received the following Charter 
Amendment for the November 5, 2024, Election.  This matter is being referred to you in 
accordance with Rules of Order 2.22.3. 
 

File No.  240547 (ver1)  
 
Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City and County of San Francisco to 
establish the Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making recommendations to the 
Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the City’s 
appointive boards and commissions to improve the administration of City government; require the 
City Attorney to prepare a Charter Amendment to implement the Task Force’s recommendations 
relating to Charter commissions, for consideration by the Board of Supervisors; and authorize the 
Task Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate its recommendations relating to appointive 
boards and commissions codified in the Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into effect 
within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors; at an election to 
be held on November 5, 2024. 
 

Please review and prepare a financial analysis of the proposed measure prior to the first 
Rules Committee hearing. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please call me at (415) 554-7723 or email: 
victor.young@sfgov.org. To submit documentation, please email or forward to me at the 
Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San 
Francisco, CA 94102. 
 
c: Todd Rydstrom, Office of the Controller 
 Natasha Mihal, Office of the Controller 
 Janice Levy, Office of the Controller 
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M E M O R A N D U M 

 
TO: Tom Paulino, Liaison to the Board of Supervisors, Mayor’s Office 
 Anne Pearson, Deputy City Attorney, Office of the City Attorney 
 John Arntz, Director, Department of Elections 
 Patrick Ford, Executive Director, Ethics Commission 

FROM: Victor Young, Assistant Clerk, Rules Committee  
Board of Supervisors 

 
DATE:  May 28, 2024  
 
SUBJECT: CHARTER AMENDMENT INTRODUCED 
  November 5, 2024 

 
The Board of Supervisors’ Rules Committee has received the following Charter 
Amendment for the November 5, 2024, Election.  This matter is being referred to you in 
accordance with Rules of Order 2.22.4. 
 

File No.  240547 (ver1) 
 
Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City and County of San Francisco to 
establish the Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making recommendations to the 
Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the City’s 
appointive boards and commissions to improve the administration of City government; require the 
City Attorney to prepare a Charter Amendment to implement the Task Force’s recommendations 
relating to Charter commissions, for consideration by the Board of Supervisors; and authorize the 
Task Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate its recommendations relating to appointive 
boards and commissions codified in the Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into effect 
within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors; at an election to 
be held on November 5, 2024. 

 
Please review and submit any reports or comments you wish to be included with the 
legislative file.   
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please call me at (415) 554-7723 or email: 
victor.young@sfgov.org. To submit documentation, please forward to me at the Board 
of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, 
CA 94102. 
 
c: Michael Canning, Ethics Commission 
 Andres Power, Mayor’s Office 



 
 
                                                                                                                                               City Hall 
                                                                                                                  1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
           BOARD of SUPERVISORS                                                                       San Francisco 94102-4689 
                                                                                                                                   Tel. No. (415) 554-5184 
                                                                                                                                   Fax No. (415) 554-5163 
                                                                                                                               TDD/TTY No. (415) 554-5227 
 
 

 

M E M O R A N D U M 
 
TO: Alondra Esquivel-Garcia, Director, Youth Commission 
 Joshua Rudy Ochoa, Youth Commission 

FROM: Victor Young, Assistant Clerk,  
Rules Committee 

 
DATE:  May 31, 2024 
 
SUBJECT: LEGISLATIVE MATTER INTRODUCED 

 
The Board of Supervisors’ Rules Committee has received the following Charter 
Amendment. This item is being referred for comment and recommendation. 
 

File No. 240547 
 

Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City and County of San 
Francisco to establish the Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making 
recommendations to the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, 
eliminate, or combine the City’s appointive boards and commissions to improve the 
administration of City government; require the City Attorney to prepare a Charter 
Amendment to implement the Task Force’s recommendations relating to Charter 
commissions, for consideration by the Board of Supervisors; and authorize the Task 
Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate its recommendations relating to appointive 
boards and commissions codified in the Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into 
effect within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors; at 
an election to be held on November 5, 2024. 

 
Please return this cover sheet with the Commission’s response to Victor Young, 
Assistant Clerk, Rules Committee. 
 
*************************************************************************************************** 
 
 
RESPONSE FROM YOUTH COMMISSION      Date: ______________________ 
 
____  No Comment 
____  Recommendation Attached 

_____________________________ 
       Chairperson, Youth Commission 



From: marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne Oest
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:08:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Marianne Oest

mailto:marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:marianne_oest@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jeffrey.b.mccarthy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeffrey Mccarthy
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:13:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Mccarthy

mailto:jeffrey.b.mccarthy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jeffrey.b.mccarthy@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jrgilstein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joshua Gilstein
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:37:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joshua Gilstein

mailto:jrgilstein@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jrgilstein@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: richarddebono@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of RICHARD DE BONO
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:45:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
RICHARD DE BONO

mailto:richarddebono@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:richarddebono@compuserve.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: evapgdn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eva Pogodina
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 3:38:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Eva Pogodina

mailto:evapgdn@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:evapgdn@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kathleeninsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Crabbe
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 4:21:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Crabbe

mailto:kathleeninsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kathleeninsf@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: brilrudas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brizette Rudas
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 11:24:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Brizette Rudas

mailto:brilrudas@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:brilrudas@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: brilrudas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brizette Rudas
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:56:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Brizette Rudas

mailto:brilrudas@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:brilrudas@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: chrismbellman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christian Bellman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:47:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Christian Bellman

mailto:chrismbellman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:chrismbellman@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: corinnequigley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Corinne Quigley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:35:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Corinne Quigley

mailto:corinnequigley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:corinnequigley@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: cmg215be@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chance Goss
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:19:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Chance Goss

mailto:cmg215be@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cmg215be@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sarinab@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarina Kennerly
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:06:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sarina Kennerly

mailto:sarinab@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sarinab@sbcglobal.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: ndsnpal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Stiner
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:04:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Nancy Stiner

mailto:ndsnpal@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ndsnpal@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: terrysutton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Sutton
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:03:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Terry Sutton

mailto:terrysutton@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:terrysutton@usa.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: davelpaley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Paley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:56:26 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Dave Paley

mailto:davelpaley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davelpaley@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: makaye@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Kaye
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:47:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Matt Kaye

mailto:makaye@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:makaye@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: joe.sangirardi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joe Sangirardi
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:46:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joe Sangirardi

mailto:joe.sangirardi@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:joe.sangirardi@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kathmckeon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen McKeon
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:21:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kathleen McKeon

mailto:kathmckeon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kathmckeon@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: terry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Whalen
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:16:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Terry Whalen

mailto:terry@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:terry@sumdigital.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: carrie_mainelli@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carrie Mainelli
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:14:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Carrie Mainelli

mailto:carrie_mainelli@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carrie_mainelli@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: chelsbh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chelsea Harris
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:14:13 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Chelsea Harris

mailto:chelsbh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:chelsbh@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Cherylkarpowicz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Karpowicz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:11:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Karpowicz

mailto:Cherylkarpowicz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Cherylkarpowicz@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: pattired12@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patti McMahon
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:09:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Patti McMahon

mailto:pattired12@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pattired12@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: artskrz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Skrzypek
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 8:38:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Skrzypek

mailto:artskrz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:artskrz@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: jrwxxxxx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Weiler
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 8:32:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
John Weiler

mailto:jrwxxxxx@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jrwxxxxx@aol.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: dougneilson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Neilson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 7:51:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Doug Neilson

mailto:dougneilson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dougneilson@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: svetic@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Svetlana Istrati
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 7:43:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Svetlana Istrati

mailto:svetic@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:svetic@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sckase@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Kase
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 7:12:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Susan Kase

mailto:sckase@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sckase@sbcglobal.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: disp006@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terrence McKenna
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 7:00:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Terrence McKenna

mailto:disp006@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:disp006@aol.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: drogers01@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Rogers
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 6:36:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
David Rogers

mailto:drogers01@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:drogers01@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mdmsf2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Monte
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 6:12:35 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark Monte

mailto:mdmsf2@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mdmsf2@aol.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: jimwittenbrook@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Wittenbrook
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 5:43:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
James Wittenbrook

mailto:jimwittenbrook@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jimwittenbrook@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: lewislucas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Timothy Lucas
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:37:08 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Timothy Lucas

mailto:lewislucas@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lewislucas@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: trampekatrine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katrine Trampe
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:33:23 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Katrine Trampe

mailto:trampekatrine@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:trampekatrine@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: urbyond@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of R Ray
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:36:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
R Ray

mailto:urbyond@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:urbyond@sbcglobal.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: ronalbucher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron ALBUCHER
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:21:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ron ALBUCHER

mailto:ronalbucher@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ronalbucher@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: m.s.rahimi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mahdi Salmani Rahimi
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:45:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mahdi Salmani Rahimi

mailto:m.s.rahimi@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:m.s.rahimi@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: ddnunez29@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ruben Nunez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:03:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ruben Nunez

mailto:ddnunez29@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ddnunez29@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: tobiaswacker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tobias Wacker
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:49:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Tobias Wacker

mailto:tobiaswacker@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tobiaswacker@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mja712@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Anders
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:41:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Anders

mailto:mja712@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mja712@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: gmdecad@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gary Decad
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:26:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gary Decad

mailto:gmdecad@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gmdecad@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kennycamp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Camp
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:23:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Camp

mailto:kennycamp@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: lauren@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lauren Treichak
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:22:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lauren Treichak

mailto:lauren@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lauren@lvlylrn.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Schwartz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:15:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karen Schwartz

mailto:kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: doug.mcmanaway@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug McManaway
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 8:51:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Doug McManaway

mailto:doug.mcmanaway@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:doug.mcmanaway@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: htimsm1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mitchell Smith
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 8:24:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mitchell Smith

mailto:htimsm1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:htimsm1@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: billalvarado@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Alvarado
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 8:04:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Bill Alvarado

mailto:billalvarado@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:billalvarado@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: jennifer5183798@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Lewis
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 6:55:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Lewis

mailto:jennifer5183798@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jennifer5183798@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Clairelrankins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Lynette Rankins
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 6:37:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Claire Lynette Rankins

mailto:Clairelrankins@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Clairelrankins@icloud.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: timslomer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Timothy Slomer
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 6:33:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Timothy Slomer

mailto:timslomer@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:timslomer@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sptsantilis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Senta Tsantilis
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 5:37:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Senta Tsantilis

mailto:sptsantilis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sptsantilis@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: dennismdaniel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dennis Daniel
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 5:06:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Dennis Daniel

mailto:dennismdaniel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dennismdaniel@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: christinegonzalez0@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Gonzalez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:55:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Christine Gonzalez

mailto:christinegonzalez0@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:christinegonzalez0@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: carberryks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Carberry
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:49:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karen Carberry

mailto:carberryks@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carberryks@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: babzsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Friedman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:42:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Barbara Friedman

mailto:babzsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:babzsf@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: tmsestak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Toni Sestak
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:42:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Toni Sestak

mailto:tmsestak@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tmsestak@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: assis_netto@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Luiz Netto
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:37:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Luiz Netto

mailto:assis_netto@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:assis_netto@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: annpoletti@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Poletti
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:20:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ann Poletti

mailto:annpoletti@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:annpoletti@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: miranda.mckelvey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Miranda McKelvey
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:18:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Miranda McKelvey

mailto:miranda.mckelvey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:miranda.mckelvey@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: david.p.mobley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Mobley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:07:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
David Mobley

mailto:david.p.mobley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:david.p.mobley@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mkh521@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Hanley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:36:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mary Hanley

mailto:mkh521@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mkh521@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mrkevinharris@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Harris
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:35:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kevin Harris

mailto:mrkevinharris@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mrkevinharris@aol.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: meh2135@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Hankin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:15:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Hankin

mailto:meh2135@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:meh2135@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mari.azizkhanian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mari Azizkhanian
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:15:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mari Azizkhanian

mailto:mari.azizkhanian@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mari.azizkhanian@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: davidspector@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Spector
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:12:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
David Spector

mailto:davidspector@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidspector@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: saba@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Saba Heydayian
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:12:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Saba Heydayian

mailto:saba@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:saba@sabariainc.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Crosettim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marc Crosetti
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 3:12:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Marc Crosetti

mailto:Crosettim@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Crosettim@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: meredithbergman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meredith Bergman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 2:52:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Meredith Bergman

mailto:meredithbergman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:meredithbergman@icloud.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: jpirving@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Irving
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 2:47:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jim Irving

mailto:jpirving@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jpirving@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: scot.conner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scot Conner
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 2:42:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Scot Conner

mailto:scot.conner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:scot.conner@berkeley.edu
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: vittoriajeancripps@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Cripps
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 2:41:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Victoria Cripps

mailto:vittoriajeancripps@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:vittoriajeancripps@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: serogers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Rogers
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 1:37:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sarah Rogers

mailto:serogers@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:serogers@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: lala.t.wu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lala Wu
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 1:28:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lala Wu

mailto:lala.t.wu@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lala.t.wu@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sdessaritz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Desaritz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 1:21:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Susan Desaritz

mailto:sdessaritz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sdessaritz@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: ann.rummelhoff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annie Rummelhoff
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 12:03:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Annie Rummelhoff

mailto:ann.rummelhoff@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ann.rummelhoff@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: meghanbyrd2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meghan Byrd
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:55:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Meghan Byrd

mailto:meghanbyrd2@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:meghanbyrd2@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: hiiamwinnie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Winnie Zhang
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:51:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Winnie Zhang

mailto:hiiamwinnie@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hiiamwinnie@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: joaneneilson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Neilson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:20:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joan Neilson

mailto:joaneneilson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:joaneneilson@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Pletz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:14:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Barbara Pletz

mailto:barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:barbarapletz4@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: aferguson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aisling Ferguson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:09:53 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Aisling Ferguson

mailto:aferguson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:aferguson@gmwedt.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: ted.getten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted Getten
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 11:08:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ted Getten

mailto:ted.getten@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ted.getten@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: slehman21@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Lehman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:48:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Lehman

mailto:slehman21@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:slehman21@yahoo.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: melissabuckingham95@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Buckingham-Adams
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:45:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Melissa Buckingham-Adams

mailto:melissabuckingham95@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:melissabuckingham95@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: angela.tickler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angela Tickler
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:41:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Angela Tickler

mailto:angela.tickler@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:angela.tickler@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: thepigiscrying@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Sah
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:15:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Justin Sah

mailto:thepigiscrying@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:thepigiscrying@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: willbrega36@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Brega
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:14:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
William Brega

mailto:willbrega36@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:willbrega36@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: forrest.liu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Forrest Liu
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 10:14:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Forrest Liu

mailto:forrest.liu@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:forrest.liu@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: josh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Josh Raznick
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:48:44 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Josh Raznick

mailto:josh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:josh@togethersf.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russ Wilson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:48:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Russ Wilson

mailto:rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rbwilson55@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: dillonshawnm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shawn Dillon
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 9:48:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Shawn Dillon

mailto:dillonshawnm@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dillonshawnm@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mja712@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Anders
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 6:05:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Anders

mailto:mja712@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mja712@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lilybethoneill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lily ONeill
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 6:14:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lily ONeill

mailto:lilybethoneill@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lilybethoneill@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dushyanth.nataraj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dushyanth Nataraj
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:09:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Dushyanth Nataraj

mailto:dushyanth.nataraj@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dushyanth.nataraj@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of K. R. Schwartz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:43:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
K. R. Schwartz

mailto:kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: acferradeira@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Agostinho Ferradeira
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 9:37:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Agostinho Ferradeira

mailto:acferradeira@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:acferradeira@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rhubinsky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Hubinsky
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 10:34:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Robin Hubinsky

mailto:rhubinsky@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rhubinsky@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gcfuel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gerald Crump
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 6:33:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gerald Crump

mailto:gcfuel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gcfuel@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: shelley.handler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Handler
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:27:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Shelley Handler

mailto:shelley.handler@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shelley.handler@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: joy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joy D"Ovidio
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 11:42:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joy D'Ovidio

mailto:joy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:joy@amealwithdignity.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: milotrauss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Milo Trauss
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 11:55:17 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Milo Trauss

mailto:milotrauss@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:milotrauss@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Cc: Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Mchugh, Eileen (BOS); Ng, Wilson (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); De Asis, Edward (BOS);

Young, Victor (BOS); BOS-Operations
Subject: 304 Letters Regarding File Nos. 240547, 240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 1:08:07 PM
Attachments: 304 Letters Regarding File Nos. 240547, 240548.pdf

Hello,
 
Please see attached 304 Letters regarding:
 

File No. 240547 - Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City
and County of San Francisco to establish the Commission Streamlining Task Force
charged with making recommendations to the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors
about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the City’s appointive boards and
commissions to improve the administration of City government; require the City
Attorney to prepare a Charter Amendment to implement the Task Force’s
recommendations relating to Charter commissions, for consideration by the Board of
Supervisors; and authorize the Task Force to introduce an ordinance to effectuate its
recommendations relating to appointive boards and commissions codified in the
Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into effect within 90 days unless rejected by
a two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors; at an election to be held on November 5,
2024.

 
File No. 240548 - Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter and the
Municipal Code of the City and County of San Francisco to 1) establish the
Commission Streamlining Task Force charged with making recommendations to the
Mayor and the Board of Supervisors about ways to modify, eliminate, or combine the
City’s appointive boards and commissions to improve the administration of City
government; 2) require the City Attorney to prepare a Charter Amendment to
implement the Task Force’s recommendations relating to Charter commissions, for
consideration by the Board of Supervisors; 3) authorize the Task Force to introduce an
ordinance to effectuate its recommendations relating to appointive boards and
commissions codified in the Municipal Code, which ordinance shall go into effect
within 90 days unless rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Supervisors; 4)
remove from the Charter certain commissions that are purely advisory and move them
to the Municipal Code; and 5) eliminate the Streets and Sanitation Commission and
the Our Children Our Families Council; at an election to be held on November 5, 2024.

 
Regards,
 
John Bullock
Office of the Clerk of the Board
San Francisco Board of Supervisor

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:bos-supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:bos-legislative_aides@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.calvillo@sfgov.org
mailto:eileen.e.mchugh@sfgov.org
mailto:wilson.l.ng@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:edward.deasis@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:bos-operations@sfgov.org



From: joy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joy D"Ovidio
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 11:42:58 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Joy D'Ovidio



mailto:joy@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:joy@amealwithdignity.org

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: milotrauss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Milo Trauss
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 11:55:18 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Milo Trauss



mailto:milotrauss@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:milotrauss@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: bartender2thestars@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meredith Godfrey-Kowalski
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 11:54:38 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Meredith Godfrey-Kowalski



mailto:bartender2thestars@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:bartender2thestars@gmil.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: abigailporth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Abby Porth
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 1:11:44 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Abby Porth



mailto:abigailporth@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:abigailporth@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dleurey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Leurey
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 1:38:34 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Douglas Leurey



mailto:dleurey@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dleurey@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: carlas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carla Schlemminger
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 2:40:47 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carla Schlemminger



mailto:carlas@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:carlas@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: farahatshotwell671@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ayman Farahat
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 5:01:17 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Ayman Farahat



mailto:farahatshotwell671@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:farahatshotwell671@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: johnhartzellmunz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John H Munz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 6:08:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John H Munz



mailto:johnhartzellmunz@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:johnhartzellmunz@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: russellpaulcohen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Cohen
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 9:00:51 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Russell Cohen



mailto:russellpaulcohen@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:russellpaulcohen@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: annaleeburke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anna Burke
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 9:32:14 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Anna Burke



mailto:annaleeburke@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:annaleeburke@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: funinweho@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Gold
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 9:59:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Gold



mailto:funinweho@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:funinweho@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ptmagladry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Magladry
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 1:06:11 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Peter Magladry



mailto:ptmagladry@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ptmagladry@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: castroyche@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matthew Castro
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:51:39 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Matthew Castro



mailto:castroyche@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:castroyche@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ziv.salzman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ziv Salzman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:10:23 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Ziv Salzman



mailto:ziv.salzman@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ziv.salzman@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: curiousmikie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Murphy
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:27:47 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Murphy



mailto:curiousmikie@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:curiousmikie@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mikelinsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Lin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:04:20 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mike Lin



mailto:mikelinsf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mikelinsf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: theocincotta@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theo Cincotta
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:57:48 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Theo Cincotta



mailto:theocincotta@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:theocincotta@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jallison8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jamie Allison
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 10:10:05 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jamie Allison



mailto:jallison8@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jallison8@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ddmacdowell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dave mac dowell
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 2:29:19 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
dave mac dowell



mailto:ddmacdowell@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ddmacdowell@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: skirwan43@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Kirwan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 3:20:19 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Stephen Kirwan



mailto:skirwan43@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:skirwan43@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jjurow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Jurow
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:08:55 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jeff Jurow



mailto:jjurow@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jjurow@rb-sf.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: anne.gundelfinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Gundelfinger
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:09:22 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Anne Gundelfinger



mailto:anne.gundelfinger@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:anne.gundelfinger@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: michaelsacks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Sacks
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:09:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Sacks



mailto:michaelsacks@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:michaelsacks@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ranjit.jose.2012@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ranjit Jose
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:15:34 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Ranjit Jose



mailto:ranjit.jose.2012@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ranjit.jose.2012@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ochs.grace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Grace Ochs
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:16:27 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Grace Ochs



mailto:ochs.grace@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ochs.grace@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: julianmunoz235@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julian Munoz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:18:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Julian Munoz



mailto:julianmunoz235@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:julianmunoz235@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ab94107@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of W. Allen Burke
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:19:30 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
W. Allen Burke



mailto:ab94107@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ab94107@icloud.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: allisonthuang@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allison Thuang
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:20:08 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Allison Thuang



mailto:allisonthuang@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:allisonthuang@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: codybreene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cody Breene
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:23:43 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Cody Breene



mailto:codybreene@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:codybreene@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: DAVID.P.MOBLEY@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Mobley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:25:35 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Mobley



mailto:DAVID.P.MOBLEY@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:DAVID.P.MOBLEY@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: genevieve@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Genevieve Anderson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:27:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Genevieve Anderson



mailto:genevieve@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:genevieve@sky.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: efisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ed Fisch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:32:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Ed Fisch



mailto:efisch116@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:efisch116@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: pwrshot32@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Zhang
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:34:21 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Edward Zhang



mailto:pwrshot32@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:pwrshot32@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: unianded3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Tuggle-Zhang
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:34:38 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Linda Tuggle-Zhang



mailto:unianded3@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:unianded3@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: griffin.tischler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Griffin Tischler
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:39:56 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Griffin Tischler



mailto:griffin.tischler@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:griffin.tischler@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: frank@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of frank dal santo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:52:06 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
frank dal santo



mailto:frank@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:frank@oralsurgerysf.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: verakunda78@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vera Kunda
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:53:28 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Vera Kunda



mailto:verakunda78@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:verakunda78@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Fisch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:54:33 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Susan Fisch



mailto:sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sfisch116@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Nagle
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 4:54:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mark Nagle



mailto:mark@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mark@thechieftain.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: reneetbaum@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of RENEE TANNENBAUM
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:00:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
RENEE TANNENBAUM



mailto:reneetbaum@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:reneetbaum@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: meh2135@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Hankin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:00:43 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Hankin



mailto:meh2135@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:meh2135@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: cm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Mehran
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:05:52 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carolyn Mehran



mailto:cm@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:cm@carolynmehran.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mbienaime@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marc Bienaimé
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:10:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Marc Bienaimé



mailto:mbienaime@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mbienaime@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dchangster@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Chang
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:13:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Chang



mailto:dchangster@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dchangster@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jhinsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hirsch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:13:51 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jim Hirsch



mailto:jhinsf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jhinsf@sbcglobal.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gretchenee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gretchen Koch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:14:12 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gretchen Koch



mailto:gretchenee@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gretchenee@gmail.co

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tmvhirsch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina Hirsch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:14:47 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Tina Hirsch



mailto:tmvhirsch@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tmvhirsch@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: drogers01@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Rogers
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:23:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Rogers



mailto:drogers01@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:drogers01@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: geokimm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Flo Kimmerling
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:23:18 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Flo Kimmerling



mailto:geokimm@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:geokimm@sbcglobal.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rachel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rachel Barnard
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:32:22 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Rachel Barnard



mailto:rachel@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rachel@rachelbarnardhomes.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sherialh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherial Heller
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:35:59 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Sherial Heller



mailto:sherialh@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sherialh@sbcglobal.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gloria.tavera@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gloria Tavera
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:42:05 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gloria Tavera



mailto:gloria.tavera@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gloria.tavera@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: earthman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Decker
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:44:49 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Richard Decker



mailto:earthman@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:earthman@sonic.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: julien.defrance@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julien DeFrance
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:51:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Julien DeFrance



mailto:julien.defrance@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:julien.defrance@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: setapartforservice@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brenda Bell
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:55:13 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Brenda Bell



mailto:setapartforservice@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:setapartforservice@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: janesjoint5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Perry
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:01:17 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jane Perry



mailto:janesjoint5@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:janesjoint5@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sfbarj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Jabour
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:03:17 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Robert Jabour



mailto:sfbarj@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sfbarj@aim.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rssllkurson29@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russel Kurson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:04:23 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Russel Kurson



mailto:rssllkurson29@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rssllkurson29@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gmcgovern1950@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gerald McGovern
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:17:54 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gerald McGovern



mailto:gmcgovern1950@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gmcgovern1950@icloud.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Mackowski
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:47:36 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Susan Mackowski



mailto:susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:susanmackowski@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lauraasund@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of laura larsen
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:51:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
laura larsen



mailto:lauraasund@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lauraasund@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lehr.david@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Lehr
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 6:57:45 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Lehr



mailto:lehr.david@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lehr.david@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: davidotre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Boudreau
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:15:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Boudreau



mailto:davidotre@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:davidotre@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: davidboudreauotre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Louisa Boudreau
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:15:52 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Louisa Boudreau



mailto:davidboudreauotre@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:davidboudreauotre@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jeffwhitesf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff White
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:20:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jeff White



mailto:jeffwhitesf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jeffwhitesf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sditeljan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of stephen diteljan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:37:24 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
stephen diteljan



mailto:sditeljan@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sditeljan@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: makoto.valdez@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Makoto Valdez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:37:27 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Makoto Valdez



mailto:makoto.valdez@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:makoto.valdez@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jennifer.yan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jennifer yan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:41:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
jennifer yan



mailto:jennifer.yan@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jennifer.yan@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dshapiro1411@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Shapiro
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:55:58 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Shapiro



mailto:dshapiro1411@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dshapiro1411@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mbeis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Eisler
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:11:18 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Eisler



mailto:mbeis@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mbeis@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: garchdes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Beltran
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:17:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Edward Beltran



mailto:garchdes@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:garchdes@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: Awinthrop@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Winthrop
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:20:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Amy Winthrop



mailto:Awinthrop@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:Awinthrop@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mastelly23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Mastrangelo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:24:36 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mark Mastrangelo



mailto:mastelly23@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mastelly23@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ted.getten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted Getten
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:31:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Ted Getten



mailto:ted.getten@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ted.getten@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: houseofsin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kerry Hopkins
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:39:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kerry Hopkins



mailto:houseofsin@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:houseofsin@me.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: agbraesly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allison Raesly
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:44:15 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Allison Raesly



mailto:agbraesly@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:agbraesly@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gcatlavelle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gabrielle Lavelle
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:48:09 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gabrielle Lavelle



mailto:gcatlavelle@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gcatlavelle@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: Tanya.n.melillo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tanya Melillo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 9:07:08 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Tanya Melillo



mailto:Tanya.n.melillo@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:Tanya.n.melillo@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Fletcher
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 9:25:51 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jackie Fletcher



mailto:jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jfletch02@me.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: trace125@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Traci Lee
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 10:10:36 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Traci Lee



mailto:trace125@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:trace125@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jeunglee.susan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Lee
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 10:10:59 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Susan Lee



mailto:jeunglee.susan@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jeunglee.susan@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sspence37@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer Lee
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 10:11:35 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Spencer Lee



mailto:sspence37@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sspence37@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: davidpmobley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Mobley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 10:12:01 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Mobley



mailto:davidpmobley@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:davidpmobley@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: juedd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Betty Jue
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 10:12:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Betty Jue



mailto:juedd@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:juedd@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: daniel.leos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Leos
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 11:01:36 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Daniel Leos



mailto:daniel.leos@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:daniel.leos@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: bossy-oboist0m@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Smith
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 11:10:55 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Scott Smith



mailto:bossy-oboist0m@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:bossy-oboist0m@icloud.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gbuonviri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gene Buonviri
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 11:29:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gene Buonviri



mailto:gbuonviri@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gbuonviri@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jimmchugh65@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim McHugh
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 1:00:28 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jim McHugh



mailto:jimmchugh65@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jimmchugh65@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: attilio.pandolfo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Attilio Pandolfo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 1:00:29 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Attilio Pandolfo



mailto:attilio.pandolfo@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:attilio.pandolfo@yahoo.it

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mail@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Chan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 1:07:49 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Karen Chan



mailto:mail@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mail@woolenwarrior.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: 0sierra_forests@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Soukup
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:09:05 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jim Soukup



mailto:0sierra_forests@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:0sierra_forests@icloud.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: randalllow10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randall Low
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 3:58:48 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Randall Low



mailto:randalllow10@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:randalllow10@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: whirlygirly29@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amie Oliver
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 5:55:27 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Amie Oliver



mailto:whirlygirly29@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:whirlygirly29@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kyliejohnson09@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kylie Johnson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:04:48 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kylie Johnson



mailto:kyliejohnson09@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kyliejohnson09@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sadplayhere@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Thomas
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:07:59 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Alice Thomas



mailto:sadplayhere@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sadplayhere@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tommcd5232@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas McDaniel
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:30:26 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Thomas McDaniel



mailto:tommcd5232@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tommcd5232@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lewislucas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Timothy T
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:39:40 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Timothy T



mailto:lewislucas@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lewislucas@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tiff.ting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tiffany Ting
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:39:44 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Tiffany Ting



mailto:tiff.ting@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tiff.ting@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: graham.student@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Graham Hickman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:45:45 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Graham Hickman



mailto:graham.student@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:graham.student@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: maulikgshah@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MAULIK SHAH
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 8:43:08 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
MAULIK SHAH



mailto:maulikgshah@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:maulikgshah@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: michaelsullivan415@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Sullivan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 9:19:08 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mike Sullivan



mailto:michaelsullivan415@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:michaelsullivan415@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kitobin9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Tobin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 9:24:56 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Katherine Tobin



mailto:kitobin9@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kitobin9@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: irenekaus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of It Kaus
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 11:15:12 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
It Kaus



mailto:irenekaus@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:irenekaus@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: Blakeconway@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Blake Conway
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 12:47:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Blake Conway



mailto:Blakeconway@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:Blakeconway@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jagranieri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JeNeal Granieri
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 1:15:12 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
JeNeal Granieri



mailto:jagranieri@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jagranieri@sbcglobal.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: bbellasf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Bella
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 1:37:16 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Barbara Bella



mailto:bbellasf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:bbellasf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne Oest
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:08:41 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Marianne Oest



mailto:marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:marianne_oest@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jeffrey.b.mccarthy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeffrey Mccarthy
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:13:12 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jeffrey Mccarthy



mailto:jeffrey.b.mccarthy@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jeffrey.b.mccarthy@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jrgilstein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joshua Gilstein
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:37:25 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Joshua Gilstein



mailto:jrgilstein@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jrgilstein@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: richarddebono@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of RICHARD DE BONO
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 2:45:46 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
RICHARD DE BONO



mailto:richarddebono@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:richarddebono@compuserve.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: evapgdn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eva Pogodina
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 3:38:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Eva Pogodina



mailto:evapgdn@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:evapgdn@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kathleeninsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Crabbe
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 4:21:54 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kathleen Crabbe



mailto:kathleeninsf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kathleeninsf@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mja712@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Anders
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 6:05:15 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Anders



mailto:mja712@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mja712@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lilybethoneill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lily ONeill
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 6:14:50 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lily ONeill



mailto:lilybethoneill@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lilybethoneill@sbcglobal.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dushyanth.nataraj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dushyanth Nataraj
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:09:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Dushyanth Nataraj



mailto:dushyanth.nataraj@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dushyanth.nataraj@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of K. R. Schwartz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 7:43:08 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
K. R. Schwartz



mailto:kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: acferradeira@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Agostinho Ferradeira
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 9:37:40 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Agostinho Ferradeira



mailto:acferradeira@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:acferradeira@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rhubinsky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Hubinsky
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2024 10:34:40 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Robin Hubinsky



mailto:rhubinsky@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rhubinsky@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gcfuel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gerald Crump
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 6:33:01 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gerald Crump



mailto:gcfuel@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gcfuel@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: shelley.handler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Handler
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:27:19 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Shelley Handler



mailto:shelley.handler@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:shelley.handler@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gloria.tavera@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gloria Tavera
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:12:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gloria Tavera



mailto:gloria.tavera@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gloria.tavera@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rleong@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rodney Leong
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:14:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Rodney Leong



mailto:rleong@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rleong@rocketmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kaul.nikki@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nikki Kaul
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:32:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Nikki Kaul



mailto:kaul.nikki@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kaul.nikki@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jsl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Lyons
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:34:00 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Lyons



mailto:jsl@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jsl@baycityoffice.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tonyhua1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tony Hua
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:34:19 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Tony Hua



mailto:tonyhua1@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tonyhua1@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jlfreyer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jorge Freyer
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:34:40 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jorge Freyer



mailto:jlfreyer@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jlfreyer@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: amos.elberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amos Elberg
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:36:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Amos Elberg



mailto:amos.elberg@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:amos.elberg@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: phnxextant2.0@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Owl
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:36:56 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Owl



mailto:phnxextant2.0@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:phnxextant2.0@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rebeccageffert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Geffert
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:37:58 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Rebecca Geffert



mailto:rebeccageffert@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rebeccageffert@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: harmon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Harmon Shragge
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:39:53 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Harmon Shragge



mailto:harmon@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:harmon@shragge.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: cathystauffer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathy Stauffer
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:41:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Cathy Stauffer



mailto:cathystauffer@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:cathystauffer@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: deva.santiago@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deva Santiago
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:41:29 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Deva Santiago



mailto:deva.santiago@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:deva.santiago@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gwenfyfe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gwen Fyfe
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:43:36 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gwen Fyfe



mailto:gwenfyfe@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gwenfyfe@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dan.meagher.1950@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Meagher
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:45:41 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Daniel Meagher



mailto:dan.meagher.1950@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dan.meagher.1950@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: marvonsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martin Von
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:45:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Martin Von



mailto:marvonsf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:marvonsf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ocware@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Olivia Ware
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:45:48 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Olivia Ware



mailto:ocware@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ocware@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: willevers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Evers
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:47:35 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
William Evers



mailto:willevers@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:willevers@me.vom

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ckoffel8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Koffel
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:47:49 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carol Koffel



mailto:ckoffel8@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ckoffel8@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: carmenwoo68@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carmen Woo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:47:51 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carmen Woo



mailto:carmenwoo68@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:carmenwoo68@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kwonglee223@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Lee
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:48:38 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Paul Lee



mailto:kwonglee223@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kwonglee223@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: stevewoo628@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Woo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:49:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Steve Woo



mailto:stevewoo628@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:stevewoo628@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ghooversf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gretchen Anderson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:50:15 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Gretchen Anderson



mailto:ghooversf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ghooversf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: elena.a.harper@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elena Harper
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:50:58 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Elena Harper



mailto:elena.a.harper@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:elena.a.harper@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: zehnder.matt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Zehnder
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:55:25 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Matt Zehnder



mailto:zehnder.matt@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:zehnder.matt@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: scottjacques@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Jacques
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:55:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Scott Jacques



mailto:scottjacques@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:scottjacques@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: greerhop@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greer Hopkins
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 12:58:45 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Greer Hopkins



mailto:greerhop@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:greerhop@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: fannyzha74@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fanny Zha
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:00:18 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Fanny Zha



mailto:fannyzha74@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:fannyzha74@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: urbyond@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of R Ray
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:04:46 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
R Ray



mailto:urbyond@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:urbyond@sbcglobal.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mpllfk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Lazarus
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:06:09 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Lazarus



mailto:mpllfk@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mpllfk@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: philrabin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil Rabin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:07:50 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Phil Rabin



mailto:philrabin@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:philrabin@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: peter96@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Baumann
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:08:50 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Peter Baumann



mailto:peter96@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:peter96@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: nicholas.hutter13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nick Hutter
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:09:13 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Nick Hutter



mailto:nicholas.hutter13@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:nicholas.hutter13@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: stan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stanlee Gatti
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:09:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Stanlee Gatti



mailto:stan@everyactioncustom.com
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From: brandon.esenther@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brandon Esenther
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:12:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Brandon Esenther



mailto:brandon.esenther@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:brandon.esenther@gmail.com
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From: dshapiro1411@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Shapiro
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:16:00 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Shapiro



mailto:dshapiro1411@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dshapiro1411@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: naomi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Naomi Lopez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:17:55 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Naomi Lopez



mailto:naomi@everyactioncustom.com
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From: anne.gundelfinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Gundelfinger
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:18:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Anne Gundelfinger



mailto:anne.gundelfinger@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:anne.gundelfinger@gmail.com
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From: rosemariaroot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rosemaria Root
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:19:14 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Rosemaria Root



mailto:rosemariaroot@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rosemariaroot@gmail.com
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From: davigrca@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Davi Neally
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:19:18 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Davi Neally



mailto:davigrca@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:davigrca@gmail.com
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From: sagarwal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sachin Agarwal
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:19:41 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Sachin Agarwal



mailto:sagarwal@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sagarwal@gmail.com
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From: stevedinsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen DeLuco
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:19:48 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Stephen DeLuco



mailto:stevedinsf@everyactioncustom.com
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From: sanfranciscojt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Thompson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:20:00 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Judith Thompson



mailto:sanfranciscojt@everyactioncustom.com
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From: jennifer.knops@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Knops
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:20:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jennifer Knops



mailto:jennifer.knops@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Riley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:24:47 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Dan Riley



mailto:dan@everyactioncustom.com
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From: rblatman24@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Blatman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:26:15 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Robert Blatman



mailto:rblatman24@everyactioncustom.com
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From: jfmoroney@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Moroney
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:27:01 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Moroney



mailto:jfmoroney@everyactioncustom.com
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From: knotgray@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Gray
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:33:04 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kevin Gray



mailto:knotgray@everyactioncustom.com
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From: Bacisf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne Schier
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:34:01 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Marianne Schier



mailto:Bacisf@everyactioncustom.com
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From: Eschier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Schier
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:34:56 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Eric Schier



mailto:Eschier@everyactioncustom.com
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From: Willjschier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Schier
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:37:00 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
William Schier



mailto:Willjschier@everyactioncustom.com
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From: sharon.bacigalupi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Bacigalupi
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:37:20 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Sharon Bacigalupi



mailto:sharon.bacigalupi@everyactioncustom.com
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From: ehlg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ERIK GAENSLER
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:48:12 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
ERIK GAENSLER



mailto:ehlg@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ehlg@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Fisch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:48:37 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Susan Fisch



mailto:sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sfisch116@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: Nomad627@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of EBERT KAN
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:51:18 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
EBERT KAN



mailto:Nomad627@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:Nomad627@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rmanso2016@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Manso
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:52:22 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Richard Manso



mailto:rmanso2016@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rmanso2016@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: ktzb1_@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Bossert
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:55:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kristen Bossert



mailto:ktzb1_@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ktzb1_@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: carlas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carla Schlemminger
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:56:12 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carla Schlemminger



mailto:carlas@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:carlas@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mwakshlag@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Wakshlag
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 1:59:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Wakshlag



mailto:mwakshlag@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mwakshlag@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: douglenzo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Lenzo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:00:52 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Doug Lenzo



mailto:douglenzo@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:douglenzo@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: johnboylan30@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Boylan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:03:24 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Boylan



mailto:johnboylan30@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:johnboylan30@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kline.frank@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of FRANK KLINE
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:09:09 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
FRANK KLINE



mailto:kline.frank@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kline.frank@outlook.com
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From: ajkennedy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexander Kennedy
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:19:27 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Alexander Kennedy



mailto:ajkennedy@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:ajkennedy@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mbkerr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margot Kerr
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:21:23 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Margot Kerr



mailto:mbkerr@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mbkerr@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sdrcrm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan McDonough
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:21:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Susan McDonough



mailto:sdrcrm@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sdrcrm@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jwoytek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathan Woytek
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:22:20 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jonathan Woytek



mailto:jwoytek@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jwoytek@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sammy213@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nassir Zughayir
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:23:55 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Nassir Zughayir



mailto:sammy213@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sammy213@sbcglobal.net
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From: chasenrichards@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chasen Richards
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:30:52 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Chasen Richards



mailto:chasenrichards@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:chasenrichards@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tjmadsen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of TJ Madsen
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:31:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
TJ Madsen



mailto:tjmadsen@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tjmadsen@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Mackowski
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:33:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Susan Mackowski



mailto:susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:susanmackowski@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: terishaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Shaw
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:36:30 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Teresa Shaw



mailto:terishaw@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:terishaw@pacbell.net
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From: jrbassfish@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terri Richmond
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:37:16 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Terri Richmond



mailto:jrbassfish@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jrbassfish@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: baron.willeford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Baron Willeford
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:40:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Baron Willeford



mailto:baron.willeford@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:baron.willeford@gmail.com
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From: jspinellijims@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of james spinelli
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:42:51 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
james spinelli



mailto:jspinellijims@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jspinellijims@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lanelle.santimauro@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lanelle Santimauro
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:47:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lanelle Santimauro



mailto:lanelle.santimauro@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lanelle.santimauro@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: werdna39@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andy Robin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:53:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Andy Robin



mailto:werdna39@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:werdna39@icloud.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jasonsauvie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Sauvie
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:02:58 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jason Sauvie



mailto:jasonsauvie@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jasonsauvie@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: william.b@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Ball
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:03:46 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
William Ball



mailto:william.b@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:william.b@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jaxsonbrwn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacqueline Murphy
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:06:08 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jacqueline Murphy



mailto:jaxsonbrwn@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jaxsonbrwn@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: hello@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer Camp
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:17:41 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Spencer Camp



mailto:hello@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:hello@spencercamp.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: shirazi.hilary@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hilary Shirazi
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:18:09 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Hilary Shirazi



mailto:shirazi.hilary@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:shirazi.hilary@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lisachore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Chorebanian
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:18:54 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lisa Chorebanian



mailto:lisachore@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lisachore@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kelkatcha@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karim ELKatcha
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:19:16 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Karim ELKatcha



mailto:kelkatcha@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kelkatcha@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: bowes.alexandra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexandra Bowes
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:35:46 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Alexandra Bowes



mailto:bowes.alexandra@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:bowes.alexandra@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sfamc2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Arnold Cohn
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:47:53 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Arnold Cohn



mailto:sfamc2@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sfamc2@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: martymurphy04@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martin Murphy
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 3:56:17 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Martin Murphy



mailto:martymurphy04@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:martymurphy04@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jennycgelbard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jennifer gelbard
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:03:01 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
jennifer gelbard



mailto:jennycgelbard@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jennycgelbard@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: unesceptico@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mario Ramirez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:03:27 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mario Ramirez



mailto:unesceptico@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:unesceptico@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jake.decker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jake Decker
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:15:50 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jake Decker



mailto:jake.decker@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jake.decker@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dingm0942@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ding Ma
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:34:44 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Ding Ma



mailto:dingm0942@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dingm0942@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dmcg1990@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Devin McAndrew-Greiner
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:40:50 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Devin McAndrew-Greiner



mailto:dmcg1990@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dmcg1990@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: debbiesymanovich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Symanovich
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:46:38 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Deborah Symanovich



mailto:debbiesymanovich@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:debbiesymanovich@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: daphne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daphne Blumenthal
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 4:52:58 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Daphne Blumenthal



mailto:daphne@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:daphne@tierrait.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: cuervo.mc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catalina Cuervo
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 5:36:36 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Catalina Cuervo



mailto:cuervo.mc@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:cuervo.mc@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jkohn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joel Kohn
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 5:47:20 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Joel Kohn



mailto:jkohn@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jkohn@berkeley.edu

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: trishwong@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Wong
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 6:32:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Patricia Wong



mailto:trishwong@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:trishwong@me.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: bkumandan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bharath Kumandan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 6:33:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Bharath Kumandan



mailto:bkumandan@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:bkumandan@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: billalvarado@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Alvarado
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 6:59:27 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Bill Alvarado



mailto:billalvarado@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:billalvarado@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: laurel.b.myers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurel Myers
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 7:45:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Laurel Myers



mailto:laurel.b.myers@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:laurel.b.myers@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: rhiwindarths@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lauren Gibbs
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 8:30:33 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lauren Gibbs



mailto:rhiwindarths@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:rhiwindarths@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: xgndm8ce@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexander Chow
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 8:47:06 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Alexander Chow



mailto:xgndm8ce@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:xgndm8ce@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: john.flanagan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Flanagan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 8:59:34 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Flanagan



mailto:john.flanagan@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:john.flanagan@hilton.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: joemaloneyjoe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joe Maloney
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:09:19 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Joe Maloney



mailto:joemaloneyjoe@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:joemaloneyjoe@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: bapresta@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Presta
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:18:16 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Barbara Presta



mailto:bapresta@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:bapresta@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: r.clausen415@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rachael Clausen
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 9:55:49 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Rachael Clausen



mailto:r.clausen415@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:r.clausen415@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: brandonbhagat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brandon Bhagat
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:00:09 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Brandon Bhagat



mailto:brandonbhagat@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:brandonbhagat@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: e_kimch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erika Chavez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:09:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Erika Chavez



mailto:e_kimch@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:e_kimch@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mmaccormick38@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margarida MacCormick
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 10:24:39 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Margarida MacCormick



mailto:mmaccormick38@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mmaccormick38@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: m.allan.paisley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Paisley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 11:08:02 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mark Paisley



mailto:m.allan.paisley@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:m.allan.paisley@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lexiefgeorge@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lexie George
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 11:09:22 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lexie George



mailto:lexiefgeorge@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lexiefgeorge@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: stevebranton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Branton
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 11:44:04 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Steven Branton



mailto:stevebranton@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:stevebranton@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: fouzia_zaheer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fouzia Zaheer
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 1:00:25 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Fouzia Zaheer



mailto:fouzia_zaheer@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:fouzia_zaheer@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: michael_dorf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Dorf
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 1:18:55 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Dorf



mailto:michael_dorf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:michael_dorf@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: stephen.rogers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Rogers
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 2:12:35 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Stephen Rogers



mailto:stephen.rogers@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:stephen.rogers@pacbell.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: DOCScompany@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Jacob Getzow
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 3:02:44 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Jacob Getzow



mailto:DOCScompany@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:DOCScompany@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: luiwing@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of fredrick lui
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 4:23:01 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
fredrick lui



mailto:luiwing@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:luiwing@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: istvan.szanda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Istvan Szanda
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 5:45:17 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Istvan Szanda



mailto:istvan.szanda@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:istvan.szanda@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: hyegirlnancy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of nancy Porter
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 6:13:55 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
nancy Porter



mailto:hyegirlnancy@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:hyegirlnancy@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: njzajac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Zajac
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 6:46:53 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Nancy Zajac



mailto:njzajac@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:njzajac@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: yeagerj415@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Yeager
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 7:16:43 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jennifer Yeager



mailto:yeagerj415@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:yeagerj415@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jstokes1085@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Stokes
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 7:56:48 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Stokes



mailto:jstokes1085@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jstokes1085@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: annealvarezsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Alvarez
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:06:21 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Anne Alvarez



mailto:annealvarezsf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:annealvarezsf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lucas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucas Dupin Moreira Costa
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:12:00 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lucas Dupin Moreira Costa



mailto:lucas@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lucas@dupin.me

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: plspeach@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Per Sandberg
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:14:24 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Per Sandberg



mailto:plspeach@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:plspeach@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: hormuzmostofi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hormuz Mostofi
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:25:03 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Hormuz Mostofi



mailto:hormuzmostofi@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:hormuzmostofi@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kanishka.karu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kanishka Cheng
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:45:08 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kanishka Cheng



mailto:kanishka.karu@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kanishka.karu@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: longardino@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of susan longardino
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:56:21 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
susan longardino



mailto:longardino@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:longardino@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: raj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Raj Lathigara
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 9:04:01 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Raj Lathigara



mailto:raj@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:raj@lathigara.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: sptsantilis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Senta Tsantilis
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 9:49:23 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Senta Tsantilis



mailto:sptsantilis@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sptsantilis@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: thecentering@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary English
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 10:14:40 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mary English



mailto:thecentering@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:thecentering@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: darvinhuang@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of darvin huang
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 10:19:07 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
darvin huang



mailto:darvinhuang@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:darvinhuang@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: exsugardoc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Price
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 11:57:28 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Price



mailto:exsugardoc@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:exsugardoc@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: chris@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Gray
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 12:36:15 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Chris Gray



mailto:chris@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:chris@qgpremium.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kmarkus7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Markus
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 12:59:49 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Karen Markus



mailto:kmarkus7@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kmarkus7@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: laurenkatekush@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lauren Kush
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 1:36:39 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lauren Kush



mailto:laurenkatekush@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:laurenkatekush@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: philipmliu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Liu
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 1:45:45 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Philip Liu



mailto:philipmliu@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:philipmliu@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dushyanth.nataraj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dushyanth Nataraj
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 3:10:15 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Dushyanth Nataraj



mailto:dushyanth.nataraj@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dushyanth.nataraj@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: arthur.petron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Arthur Petron
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 3:35:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Arthur Petron



mailto:arthur.petron@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:arthur.petron@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: byron_askin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Byron Askin
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 3:36:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Byron Askin



mailto:byron_askin@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:byron_askin@outlook.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: steventhorson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Thorson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 4:06:47 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Steven Thorson



mailto:steventhorson@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:steventhorson@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: forrestyee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Forrest Yee
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 4:12:02 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Forrest Yee



mailto:forrestyee@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:forrestyee@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: samemeht@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sameet Mehta
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 4:25:07 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Sameet Mehta



mailto:samemeht@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:samemeht@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: carole@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carole Schurch
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 4:46:18 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carole Schurch



mailto:carole@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:carole@carolk.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: donnabhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Hurowitz
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 5:27:21 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Donna Hurowitz



mailto:donnabhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:donnabhurowitz@comcast.net

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: martycerles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marty Cerles Jr
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 8:56:16 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Marty Cerles Jr



mailto:martycerles@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:martycerles@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: psasfo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Andrews
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 9:22:32 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Pat Andrews



mailto:psasfo@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:psasfo@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lizzie.siegle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Siegle
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 11:00:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Elizabeth Siegle



mailto:lizzie.siegle@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lizzie.siegle@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: trevortraina@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Trevor Traina
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 4:53:09 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Trevor Traina



mailto:trevortraina@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:trevortraina@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: emann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Mann
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 5:05:25 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Eric Mann



mailto:emann@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:emann@ericmann.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: disp006@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terrence McKenna
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 7:54:11 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Terrence McKenna



mailto:disp006@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:disp006@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: leilani@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leilani Mason
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 8:03:40 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Leilani Mason



mailto:leilani@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:leilani@immersivepro.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: johnemmettpatterson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Emmett Patterson
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 9:02:16 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
John Emmett Patterson



mailto:johnemmettpatterson@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:johnemmettpatterson@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tinytim1953@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Timothy Keller
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 10:03:39 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Timothy Keller



mailto:tinytim1953@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tinytim1953@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: npfoss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nate Foss
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 11:07:11 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Nate Foss



mailto:npfoss@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:npfoss@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: maxryoung@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Max Young
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 11:56:42 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Max Young



mailto:maxryoung@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:maxryoung@icloud.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: meredithserra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meredith Serra
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 4:42:02 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Meredith Serra



mailto:meredithserra@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:meredithserra@outlook.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: lujunus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucy Junus
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 5:01:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Lucy Junus



mailto:lujunus@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:lujunus@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: dmarsiano@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Marsiano
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 5:28:11 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
David Marsiano



mailto:dmarsiano@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dmarsiano@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mickdimas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mick Dimas
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 5:43:06 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Mick Dimas



mailto:mickdimas@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mickdimas@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: Awinthrop@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Winthrop
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 6:03:13 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Amy Winthrop



mailto:Awinthrop@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:Awinthrop@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: BETH.MALIK@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ELIZABETH MALIK
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 6:47:06 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
ELIZABETH MALIK



mailto:BETH.MALIK@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:BETH.MALIK@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: GEOKITTA@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of GEORGE KITTA
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 6:48:17 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
GEORGE KITTA



mailto:GEOKITTA@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:GEOKITTA@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: baumann.blake@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Blake Baumann
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 6:48:31 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Blake Baumann



mailto:baumann.blake@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:baumann.blake@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: maureen_hurley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maureen Hurley
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 7:29:19 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Maureen Hurley



mailto:maureen_hurley@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:maureen_hurley@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: kevinkiningham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Kiningham
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 8:45:12 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Kevin Kiningham



mailto:kevinkiningham@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:kevinkiningham@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: james.higgins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Higgins
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 11:35:24 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Jim Higgins



mailto:james.higgins@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:james.higgins@53.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: vale@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vale Cervarich
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 1:00:45 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Vale Cervarich



mailto:vale@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:vale@cervarich.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: cixliv@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cix Liv
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 5:10:51 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Cix Liv



mailto:cixliv@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:cixliv@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: moses.graubard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Moses Graubard
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 5:19:46 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Moses Graubard



mailto:moses.graubard@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:moses.graubard@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: jmczaia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Czaia
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 9:00:53 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Joan Czaia



mailto:jmczaia@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jmczaia@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: tatummq@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie McKnight
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 9:08:19 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Stephanie McKnight



mailto:tatummq@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:tatummq@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: charity089@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Collins
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 9:28:29 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Steven Collins



mailto:charity089@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:charity089@icloud.com
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From: george4d@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Prager
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 9:41:30 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Larry Prager



mailto:george4d@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:george4d@hotmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: michaelhmptn29@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of J Michael Hampton
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 11:31:58 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
J Michael Hampton



mailto:michaelhmptn29@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:michaelhmptn29@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: macostewart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maco Stewart
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 2:15:42 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Maco Stewart



mailto:macostewart@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:macostewart@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: robyn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robyn Kaufman
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 3:29:57 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Robyn Kaufman



mailto:robyn@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:robyn@sfhighrises.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: nick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nick Podell
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 4:43:24 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Nick Podell



mailto:nick@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:nick@podell.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: vhundahl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victor Hundahl
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 5:30:10 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Victor Hundahl



mailto:vhundahl@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:vhundahl@aol.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: carol38hall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Hall
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 6:46:13 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Carol Hall



mailto:carol38hall@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:carol38hall@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: swatkins100@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Watkins
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 7:04:54 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Sue Watkins



mailto:swatkins100@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:swatkins100@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: juliepaul164@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Paul
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 7:35:38 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Julie Paul



mailto:juliepaul164@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:juliepaul164@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: michael.candelaria23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Candelaria
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 10:57:03 PM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Michael Candelaria



mailto:michael.candelaria23@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:michael.candelaria23@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: Ctabc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Lowe
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 6:29:13 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Robert Lowe



mailto:Ctabc@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:Ctabc@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: gharveysf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Glen Harvey
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 7:37:19 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
Glen Harvey



mailto:gharveysf@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:gharveysf@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





From: mddsf1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of marsha daniels
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 9:08:57 AM


This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.


Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.


This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.


Sincerely,
marsha daniels



mailto:mddsf1@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:mddsf1@yahoo.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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From: denton.eve@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eve Denton
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 1:14:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Eve Denton

mailto:denton.eve@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:denton.eve@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: alexandra.rieloff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexandra Tejeda
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 3:09:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Alexandra Tejeda

mailto:alexandra.rieloff@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:alexandra.rieloff@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jlh0747@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jay Hoffman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:27:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jay Hoffman

mailto:jlh0747@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jlh0747@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bbirney1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Birney
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:49:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Brian Birney

mailto:bbirney1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bbirney1@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ste00martin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stefan Martin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:50:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Stefan Martin

mailto:ste00martin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ste00martin@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: janrleight@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jan Leight
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:52:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jan Leight

mailto:janrleight@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:janrleight@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: glidden.bri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sabrina Glidden
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:52:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sabrina Glidden

mailto:glidden.bri@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:glidden.bri@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mkspkong@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Kong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:53:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Kong

mailto:mkspkong@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mkspkong@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: saalj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeannette Saal
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:55:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jeannette Saal

mailto:saalj@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:saalj@mac.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cshellcap@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Caroline Capitano
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:55:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Caroline Capitano

mailto:cshellcap@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cshellcap@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Wardj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Ward
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 4:57:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
John Ward

mailto:Wardj@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Wardj@gtlaw.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: danny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Shea
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:06:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Daniel Shea

mailto:danny@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danny@dannyshea.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Carbrey
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:08:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
John Carbrey

mailto:john@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john@carbreyfamily.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron Pragides
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:11:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ron Pragides

mailto:ron@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ron@pragides.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: katheg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Hegerhorst
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:12:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Hegerhorst

mailto:katheg@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:katheg@att.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rnovich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Novich
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:21:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Renee Novich

mailto:rnovich@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rnovich@pacbell.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jenniferschroedersf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Schroeder
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:25:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Schroeder

mailto:jenniferschroedersf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jenniferschroedersf@duck.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kevin01sb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Smithly
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:29:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kevin Smithly

mailto:kevin01sb@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kevin01sb@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lindilou@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda L Aldrich
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:31:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Linda L Aldrich

mailto:lindilou@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lindilou@att.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: marydnewman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Newman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:32:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mary Newman

mailto:marydnewman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:marydnewman@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mikaylaposk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mikayla Posk
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:33:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mikayla Posk

mailto:mikaylaposk@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mikaylaposk@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: phu1537@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pei Hu
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:36:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Pei Hu

mailto:phu1537@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:phu1537@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jayneewilliams@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jayne Williams
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:52:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jayne Williams

mailto:jayneewilliams@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jayneewilliams@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tsolmson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Todd Solmson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 5:52:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Todd Solmson

mailto:tsolmson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tsolmson@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rick Weaver
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 6:10:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Rick Weaver

mailto:rick@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rick@theprintingbusinessinc.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: john.coghlan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Philip Coghlan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 6:11:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
John Philip Coghlan

mailto:john.coghlan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john.coghlan@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: acinader@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Arthur Cinader
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 6:22:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Arthur Cinader

mailto:acinader@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:acinader@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: doylesharon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Doyle
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 7:17:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sharon Doyle

mailto:doylesharon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:doylesharon@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Johnmburns48@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Usha and John Burns
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 7:18:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Usha and John Burns

mailto:Johnmburns48@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Johnmburns48@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: diannrose@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diann Rose
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:05:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Diann Rose

mailto:diannrose@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:diannrose@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jthomasbrown@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JT Brown
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:10:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
JT Brown

mailto:jthomasbrown@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jthomasbrown@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ngianos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nick Gianos
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:18:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Nick Gianos

mailto:ngianos@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ngianos@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: JohnNgSF@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Ng
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:23:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
John Ng

mailto:JohnNgSF@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:JohnNgSF@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: debrabaker18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deb Baker
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:24:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Deb Baker

mailto:debrabaker18@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:debrabaker18@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: susan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Reinhart
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:26:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Susan Reinhart

mailto:susan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:susan@thereinharts.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: 2bliss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathryn Nelson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 8:54:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Cathryn Nelson

mailto:2bliss@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:2bliss@msn.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: marydudum@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Dudum
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 9:03:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mary Dudum

mailto:marydudum@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:marydudum@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kellyvalentine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelly Valentine
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 9:28:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kelly Valentine

mailto:kellyvalentine@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kellyvalentine@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Renonv86@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of L Wong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 10:03:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
L Wong

mailto:Renonv86@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Renonv86@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: arleneksinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Arlene Singer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 10:34:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Arlene Singer

mailto:arleneksinger@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:arleneksinger@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rgee94109@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Gee
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2024 11:35:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Robert Gee

mailto:rgee94109@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rgee94109@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: yiemilyw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Wen
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 1:00:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Emily Wen

mailto:yiemilyw@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:yiemilyw@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jonah.purinton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonah Purinton
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 3:13:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jonah Purinton

mailto:jonah.purinton@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jonah.purinton@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: donneece@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Don Neece
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 6:28:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Don Neece

mailto:donneece@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:donneece@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: irenedesf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Irene Dickendrizzi
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 6:35:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Irene Dickendrizzi

mailto:irenedesf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:irenedesf@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: fnmo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Farah Moaven
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 6:59:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Farah Moaven

mailto:fnmo@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:fnmo@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: trevor.owens@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Trevor Owens
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 8:15:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Trevor Owens

mailto:trevor.owens@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:trevor.owens@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: theodore.moran@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted Moran
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 8:40:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ted Moran

mailto:theodore.moran@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:theodore.moran@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: robin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Donohoe
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 8:42:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Robin Donohoe

mailto:robin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:robin@draperrichards.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: danric.vargas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danric Vargas
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 8:46:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Danric Vargas

mailto:danric.vargas@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danric.vargas@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: davidhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of DAVID HUROWITZ
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 9:14:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
DAVID HUROWITZ

mailto:davidhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidhurowitz@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: inneljpn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brett Dewire
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 10:30:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Brett Dewire

mailto:inneljpn@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:inneljpn@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John de Benedetti
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 10:31:36 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
John de Benedetti

mailto:john@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john@jfdadvisors.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: crosemaher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Caroline Love
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 10:32:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Caroline Love

mailto:crosemaher@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:crosemaher@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of daniel dissett
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 12:43:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
daniel dissett

mailto:dan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dan@dissett.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: resteae@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elisa Esme Abadi
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 12:49:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Elisa Esme Abadi

mailto:resteae@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:resteae@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jcgarahan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Garahan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 1:02:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
James Garahan

mailto:jcgarahan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jcgarahan@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: berger.renee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Berger
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 1:07:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Renee Berger

mailto:berger.renee@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:berger.renee@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: christodoulo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Christodoulo
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 1:07:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Peter Christodoulo

mailto:christodoulo@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:christodoulo@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: alex.flinn.avery@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alex Avery
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 1:13:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Alex Avery

mailto:alex.flinn.avery@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:alex.flinn.avery@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ramen007@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Ho
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 2:08:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Samuel Ho

mailto:ramen007@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ramen007@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mrcmr1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Cameron
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 2:31:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark Cameron

mailto:mrcmr1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mrcmr1@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tmckennasf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Todd McKenna
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 3:09:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Todd McKenna

mailto:tmckennasf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tmckennasf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: angela.tickler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angela Tickler
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 3:42:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Angela Tickler

mailto:angela.tickler@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:angela.tickler@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dpf4dpf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dennis Fitzsimons
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 3:48:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Dennis Fitzsimons

mailto:dpf4dpf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dpf4dpf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: phyllis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyllis Ball
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 5:12:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Phyllis Ball

mailto:phyllis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:phyllis@ball.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: leahjohnsonsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leah Johnson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Friday, June 21, 2024 5:24:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Leah Johnson

mailto:leahjohnsonsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:leahjohnsonsf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dougneilson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Neilson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 7:14:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Doug Neilson

mailto:dougneilson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dougneilson@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: CalumLMackay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Calum Mackay
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:05:42 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Calum Mackay

mailto:CalumLMackay@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:CalumLMackay@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kmmeehan24@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Meehan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:33:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kevin Meehan

mailto:kmmeehan24@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kmmeehan24@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: todor.m.markov@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Todor Markov
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:37:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Todor Markov

mailto:todor.m.markov@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:todor.m.markov@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: DavidHenderson1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Henderson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:47:14 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
David Henderson

mailto:DavidHenderson1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:DavidHenderson1@webtv.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: paul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Gomory
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:52:02 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Paul Gomory

mailto:paul@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:paul@gomory.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: soong.sharon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Soong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:52:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sharon Soong

mailto:soong.sharon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:soong.sharon@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: nbauer99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nick Bauer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:52:41 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Nick Bauer

mailto:nbauer99@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nbauer99@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mcabbe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Abbe
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:52:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Melissa Abbe

mailto:mcabbe@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mcabbe@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: capthunter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Henry Hunter
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:54:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Henry Hunter

mailto:capthunter@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:capthunter@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dave@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Brown
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:54:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Dave Brown

mailto:dave@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dave@moonspider.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: egackstetter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edwin Gackstetter
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 11:10:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Edwin Gackstetter

mailto:egackstetter@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:egackstetter@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lbuich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lindsey Liu
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 11:39:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lindsey Liu

mailto:lbuich@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lbuich@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rqfung@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ramona Fung
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 11:54:38 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ramona Fung

mailto:rqfung@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rqfung@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: buttonzippy714@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Stuard
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 12:15:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Judy Stuard

mailto:buttonzippy714@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:buttonzippy714@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bpomeranz1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of william pomeranz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 12:36:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
william pomeranz

mailto:bpomeranz1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bpomeranz1@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: steve.owsley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Owsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 1:49:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark Owsley

mailto:steve.owsley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:steve.owsley@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kmsterling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Sterling
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 2:18:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kimberly Sterling

mailto:kmsterling@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kmsterling@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mpodust@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mikhail Podust
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 2:36:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mikhail Podust

mailto:mpodust@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mpodust@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cassihayes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cassi Hayes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 3:04:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Cassi Hayes

mailto:cassihayes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cassihayes@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: impact-gripper00@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Chew
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 6:39:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lisa Chew

mailto:impact-gripper00@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:impact-gripper00@icloud.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: carlwendorf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carl Wendorf
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 7:25:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Carl Wendorf

mailto:carlwendorf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carlwendorf@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: efsullyjr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Sullivan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 8:31:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Edward Sullivan

mailto:efsullyjr@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:efsullyjr@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: emily.mcdonnell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily McDonnell
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 8:59:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Emily McDonnell

mailto:emily.mcdonnell@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:emily.mcdonnell@parentsquare.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Olga.cherenkova.2021@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Olga Suddaby
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 9:06:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Olga Suddaby

mailto:Olga.cherenkova.2021@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Olga.cherenkova.2021@mail.ru
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: julieanewbold@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Newbold
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 9:07:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Julie Newbold

mailto:julieanewbold@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:julieanewbold@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: npfoss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nate Foss
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 9:09:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Nate Foss

mailto:npfoss@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:npfoss@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gordoncyoung@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gordon Young
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Saturday, June 22, 2024 10:24:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gordon Young

mailto:gordoncyoung@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gordoncyoung@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: myAsians@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martin Eng
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 1:00:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Martin Eng

mailto:myAsians@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:myAsians@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sfguesthouse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joe Tham
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 3:51:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joe Tham

mailto:sfguesthouse@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sfguesthouse@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: meredithcdunn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meredith Dunn
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 4:37:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Meredith Dunn

mailto:meredithcdunn@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:meredithcdunn@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: victorjustincervantes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victor Cervantes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 5:22:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Victor Cervantes

mailto:victorjustincervantes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:victorjustincervantes@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: edmundsrose@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rose Edmunds
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 7:03:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Rose Edmunds

mailto:edmundsrose@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:edmundsrose@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: henrybdoesart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Henry Barbero
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 12:09:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Henry Barbero

mailto:henrybdoesart@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:henrybdoesart@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ljpmailbox@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Mann
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 3:28:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lisa Mann

mailto:ljpmailbox@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ljpmailbox@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: faliano3342@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matthew Faliano
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 3:36:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Matthew Faliano

mailto:faliano3342@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:faliano3342@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: joklein1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jodi Klein
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 5:28:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jodi Klein

mailto:joklein1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:joklein1@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: littliz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Stryks
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 7:16:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Stryks

mailto:littliz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:littliz@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: emann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Mann
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 9:47:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Eric Mann

mailto:emann@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:emann@ericmann.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: empimentel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Pimentel
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 10:07:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Emily Pimentel

mailto:empimentel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:empimentel@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mmaigatter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Maigatter
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 10:19:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark Maigatter

mailto:mmaigatter@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mmaigatter@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: line-crumpet0@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharmin Sadoughi
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 10:27:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sharmin Sadoughi

mailto:line-crumpet0@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:line-crumpet0@icloud.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: blllhocutt12@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Hocutt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 10:30:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
William Hocutt

mailto:blllhocutt12@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:blllhocutt12@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: darren.busing@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darren Busing
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Sunday, June 23, 2024 10:57:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Darren Busing

mailto:darren.busing@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:darren.busing@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ethan.bloch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ethan Bloch
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 1:03:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ethan Bloch

mailto:ethan.bloch@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ethan.bloch@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: leah@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leah Edwards
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:36:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Leah Edwards

mailto:leah@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:leah@leahedwards.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lincolnshaun@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lincoln-Shaun Sanders
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 8:46:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lincoln-Shaun Sanders

mailto:lincolnshaun@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lincolnshaun@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: adampensack@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adam Pensack
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 9:10:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Adam Pensack

mailto:adampensack@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:adampensack@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: heidi_hofer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heidi Hofer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 10:09:31 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Heidi Hofer

mailto:heidi_hofer@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:heidi_hofer@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: donaldjshipman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Don Shipman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 10:53:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Don Shipman

mailto:donaldjshipman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:donaldjshipman@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: grady.hsimon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Grady Simon
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 10:55:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Grady Simon

mailto:grady.hsimon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:grady.hsimon@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mdarnaud@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Darnaud
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 11:26:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Darnaud

mailto:mdarnaud@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mdarnaud@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lanina_paz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Paz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 11:28:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Deborah Paz

mailto:lanina_paz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lanina_paz@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: babzsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Friedman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 11:29:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Barbara Friedman

mailto:babzsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:babzsf@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: babzsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Friedman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 11:30:17 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Barbara Friedman

mailto:babzsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:babzsf@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mddsf1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marsha Daniels
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 12:01:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Marsha Daniels

mailto:mddsf1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mddsf1@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hessah.aljiran@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hessah Aljiran
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 12:53:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Hessah Aljiran

mailto:hessah.aljiran@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hessah.aljiran@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: monkeykingsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of anthony wong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 1:15:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
anthony wong

mailto:monkeykingsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:monkeykingsf@netscape.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: karen.kinahan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Kinahan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:28:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karen Kinahan

mailto:karen.kinahan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:karen.kinahan@ssf.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: billmaggs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Maggs
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:31:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Bill Maggs

mailto:billmaggs@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:billmaggs@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rahul.v.krishnakumar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rahul Krishnakumar
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:31:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Rahul Krishnakumar

mailto:rahul.v.krishnakumar@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rahul.v.krishnakumar@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cindysf2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sydney Samucha
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:31:48 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sydney Samucha

mailto:cindysf2@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cindysf2@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mark.geisreiter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Geisreiter
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:32:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark Geisreiter

mailto:mark.geisreiter@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mark.geisreiter@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jaystreets@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JAY STREETS
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:32:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
JAY STREETS

mailto:jaystreets@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jaystreets@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Joya_pramanik@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joya Pramanik
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:32:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joya Pramanik

mailto:Joya_pramanik@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Joya_pramanik@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cindysf2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sydney Samucha
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:32:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sydney Samucha

mailto:cindysf2@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cindysf2@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ab94115@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annette Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:33:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Annette Billingsley

mailto:ab94115@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ab94115@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: betsydoyleroth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Doyle
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:34:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Doyle

mailto:betsydoyleroth@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:betsydoyleroth@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sanjayverma44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sanjay Verma
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:34:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Sanjay Verma

mailto:sanjayverma44@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sanjayverma44@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: chongkal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of CHONGKAL SENG
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:34:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
CHONGKAL SENG

mailto:chongkal@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:chongkal@rori.care
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kevmartin23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Martin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:35:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kevin Martin

mailto:kevmartin23@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kevmartin23@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cloudsrest789@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Wong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:40:48 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karen Wong

mailto:cloudsrest789@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cloudsrest789@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: luke3580@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Luke Perkocha
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:40:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Luke Perkocha

mailto:luke3580@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:luke3580@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: markusca@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Butler
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:44:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark Butler

mailto:markusca@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:markusca@mac.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jimbo2510@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Boyer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:46:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jim Boyer

mailto:jimbo2510@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jimbo2510@icloud.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jason.friedrichs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Friedrichs
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:47:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jason Friedrichs

mailto:jason.friedrichs@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jason.friedrichs@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tadurling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Durling
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:54:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Teresa Durling

mailto:tadurling@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tadurling@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: carberryks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Carberry
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 3:57:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karen Carberry

mailto:carberryks@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carberryks@gmail.con
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: andhudhow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Howell
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:04:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Andrew Howell

mailto:andhudhow@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:andhudhow@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: loanhound@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Davis
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:04:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Russell Davis

mailto:loanhound@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:loanhound@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: niki.herr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Niki Herr
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:08:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Niki Herr

mailto:niki.herr@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:niki.herr@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: shivrat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shivrat Chhabra
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:10:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Shivrat Chhabra

mailto:shivrat@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shivrat@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: salape@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Diaz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:13:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Peter Diaz

mailto:salape@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:salape@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ajkennedy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexander Kennedy
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:14:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Alexander Kennedy

mailto:ajkennedy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ajkennedy@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: libby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Libby Dodd
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:46:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Libby Dodd

mailto:libby@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:libby@libbydodd.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jquella@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacqueline Quella
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 4:52:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Quella

mailto:jquella@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jquella@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sholarsh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Henrietta Sholars
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 5:08:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Henrietta Sholars

mailto:sholarsh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sholarsh@icloud.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: makoto.valdez@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Makoto Valdez
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 5:17:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Makoto Valdez

mailto:makoto.valdez@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:makoto.valdez@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gwenfyfe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gwen Fyfe
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 5:37:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gwen Fyfe

mailto:gwenfyfe@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gwenfyfe@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mitchconquer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mitch Conquer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 5:56:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Mitch Conquer

mailto:mitchconquer@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mitchconquer@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: deyonker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aaron DeYonker
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 6:02:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Aaron DeYonker

mailto:deyonker@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:deyonker@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gus.henry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gus Henry
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 6:05:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gus Henry

mailto:gus.henry@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gus.henry@icloud.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gejoeck@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Graeme Joeck
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 6:17:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Graeme Joeck

mailto:gejoeck@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gejoeck@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: amy080chen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Chen
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 6:27:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Amy Chen

mailto:amy080chen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:amy080chen@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: fenechkristen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Fenech
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 6:41:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kristen Fenech

mailto:fenechkristen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:fenechkristen@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rjoc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Raymond O"Connor
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:07:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Raymond O'Connor

mailto:rjoc@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rjoc@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: chenning.ma@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Grace Ma
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:08:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Grace Ma

mailto:chenning.ma@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:chenning.ma@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: alexey.v.zaharov@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aleksei Zakharov
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:10:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Aleksei Zakharov

mailto:alexey.v.zaharov@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:alexey.v.zaharov@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rgoel441@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rohit Goel
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:31:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Rohit Goel

mailto:rgoel441@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rgoel441@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: vmdobel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Virginia Dobel
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:42:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Virginia Dobel

mailto:vmdobel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:vmdobel@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: spdim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Dimond
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 7:58:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Samuel Dimond

mailto:spdim@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:spdim@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: pkconley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Conley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 8:02:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Philip Conley

mailto:pkconley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pkconley@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gavsf415@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gavin McGoldrick
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 8:04:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gavin McGoldrick

mailto:gavsf415@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gavsf415@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: janeday@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Day
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 8:23:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jane Day

mailto:janeday@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:janeday@earthlink.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: aewins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ANNA EWINS
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 10:24:48 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
ANNA EWINS

mailto:aewins@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:aewins@pacbell.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bialiks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lee Filner
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Monday, June 24, 2024 10:51:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Lee Filner

mailto:bialiks@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bialiks@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: resteae@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elisa Esme Abadi
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 1:00:38 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Elisa Esme Abadi

mailto:resteae@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:resteae@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ali@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ali Eren
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 4:59:36 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ali Eren

mailto:ali@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ali@tunneltop.bar
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mcaracciolo7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Caracciolo
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 7:18:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Michael Caracciolo

mailto:mcaracciolo7@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mcaracciolo7@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sevimvolkan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Volkan Sevim
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 7:31:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Volkan Sevim

mailto:sevimvolkan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sevimvolkan@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dancerjho@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jhoanne Loube
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 7:47:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jhoanne Loube

mailto:dancerjho@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dancerjho@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: alanbillingsley215@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 8:32:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Alan Billingsley

mailto:alanbillingsley215@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:alanbillingsley215@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hunkiewicz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron Hunkiewicz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 9:10:08 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Ron Hunkiewicz

mailto:hunkiewicz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hunkiewicz@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gftbox@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gregory Tarbox
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 9:11:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Gregory Tarbox

mailto:gftbox@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gftbox@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: galen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Galen Workman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 9:14:53 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Galen Workman

mailto:galen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:galen@ozdachs.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sfpaulg44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Gresham
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 9:44:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Paul Gresham

mailto:sfpaulg44@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sfpaulg44@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: henrybdoesart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Henry Barbero
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 11:24:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Henry Barbero

mailto:henrybdoesart@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:henrybdoesart@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: irvingsambolin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Irving Sambolin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 12:48:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Irving Sambolin

mailto:irvingsambolin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:irvingsambolin@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: davidsonbidwell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Davidson Bidwell-Waite
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 1:54:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Davidson Bidwell-Waite

mailto:davidsonbidwell@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidsonbidwell@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: itsconnorowens@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connor Owens
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 2:18:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Connor Owens

mailto:itsconnorowens@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:itsconnorowens@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bielanskij@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Bielanski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 3:01:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joseph Bielanski

mailto:bielanskij@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bielanskij@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: elenagutteridgs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elaine Gutteridge
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 5:07:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Elaine Gutteridge

mailto:elenagutteridgs@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:elenagutteridgs@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kelkatcha@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karim ELKatcha
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 5:31:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karim ELKatcha

mailto:kelkatcha@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kelkatcha@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: katheg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Hegerhorst
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 5:38:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Hegerhorst

mailto:katheg@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:katheg@att.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: maulikgshah@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maulik Shah
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 5:40:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Maulik Shah

mailto:maulikgshah@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:maulikgshah@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: shostack@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Shostack
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 5:47:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Robin Shostack

mailto:shostack@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shostack@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: aeuyang@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Abby Euyang
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 5:54:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Abby Euyang

mailto:aeuyang@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:aeuyang@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: morkhan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Moraya Khan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 6:37:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Moraya Khan

mailto:morkhan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: billalvarado@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Alvarado
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 7:33:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Bill Alvarado

mailto:billalvarado@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:billalvarado@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: aiya1288@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carmen Woo
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 8:10:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Carmen Woo

mailto:aiya1288@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:aiya1288@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kwonglee223@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Lee
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 8:16:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Paul Lee

mailto:kwonglee223@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kwonglee223@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: stevewoo628@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Woo
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 8:16:53 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Steve Woo

mailto:stevewoo628@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stevewoo628@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: billyfhurt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Billy Hurt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 10:10:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Billy Hurt

mailto:billyfhurt@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:billyfhurt@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rfleischer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robb Fleischer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 10:27:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Robb Fleischer

mailto:rfleischer@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: danric.jaime@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danric Vargas
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2024 10:39:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Danric Vargas

mailto:danric.jaime@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danric.jaime@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jeanettercool@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanette Cool
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 1:00:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jeanette Cool

mailto:jeanettercool@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jeanettercool@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kpuechner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Knuth
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 5:12:02 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Karen Knuth

mailto:kpuechner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kpuechner@msn.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mariecalendar2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie Calendar
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 5:26:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Marie Calendar

mailto:mariecalendar2000@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mariecalendar2000@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: samidha.ghosh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samidha Ghosh
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 7:40:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Samidha Ghosh

mailto:samidha.ghosh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:samidha.ghosh@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jgarcia45@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jorge Garcia
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 9:56:59 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Jorge Garcia

mailto:jgarcia45@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jgarcia45@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bielanskij@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Bielanski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 10:10:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Joseph Bielanski

mailto:bielanskij@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bielanskij@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: beaubarlotte@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlotte Worcester
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 10:49:18 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Charlotte Worcester

mailto:beaubarlotte@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:beaubarlotte@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: msnave23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa N
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In opposition to File #240547, File #240548
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 10:57:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I’m writing to express my opposition to the recent “commission on commissions” charter amendment put forth by
Board President Aaron Peskin, and urge you to vote against it.

Supervisor Peskin has done more than maybe any other elected official to break San Francisco’s government—he
can't be the one to fix it. His charter amendment doesn't guarantee any reduction in San Francisco’s ~130 oversight
commissions. It actually adds more bureaucracy, creating a completely unprecedented committee with a mandate to
make new laws about commissions. As supervisors, I elected you to craft legislation. This is your job as a duly-
elected representative for San Francisco. It would be incredibly disappointing to watch you delegate that
fundamental authority to an unelected, unaccountable committee.

This charter amendment does nothing to improve city government or make it more effective. While I’m glad elected
officials realize San Francisco needs reform, I hope you will vote in opposition to this hypocritical measure, and
support real government reform in the future.

Sincerely,
Melissa N

mailto:msnave23@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:msnave23@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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